The reported experimental coefficients describing the spreading rate and virtual origin of a plane turbulent jet exhibit substantial scatter. The hypothesis is made that the basic reason for these variations is that the growth of the jet is not linear on a large scale. Existing experimental results are used to support this hypothesis.
Introduction
The spreading rate and the virtual origin of a turbulent plane jet issuing through a slot of thickness D and length W into a still ambient fluid are examined. A Cartesian system of co-ordinates Oxy is used where the x axis coincides with the jet axis.
The plane turbulent jet has been the object of experimental investigations for many years (see table 1 ). Normally an experimenter measures the lateral distribution of the mean axial velocity E(x, y) a t several stations at various distances x from the jet orifice and calculates the half-width b(z) from the relation U(Z, * b(x)) = gqx, 0).
(1)
The half-widths b(x), normalized by the slot thickness D, are plotted versus the non-dimensional distance from the jet orifice x/D, and a straight line of the form
is fitted to the data points. The coefficient K , is a measure of the spreading rate of the jet. The virtual origin of the jet is obtained from the relation
The coefficients K , and K , derived from published data are tabulated in table 1, where Zmfn is the distance of the closest measurement from the jet exit and I,,, is the distance of the furthest measurement from the jet exit. The parameters WID (aspect ratio of the slot) and Zmax/W determine how closely the jet approximates two-dimensional flow in the region of measurements. The experimental results of van der Hegge Zijnen (1957) and Heskestad (1965) these variations to internal boundary layers at the slot (different nozzle shapes) and to low aspect ratio. However, Flora & Goldschmidt (1969) performed an experimental investigation of the plane jet using nine different nozzle shapes (abrupt, gradual, circular, etc.) in an attempt to correlate the nozzle shape with variations in K , and K,. They reported that changes in the contracting section did not influence the location of the virtual origin nor the spreading rate of the jet, neither did they reveal any pattern in the scatter of the experimental results of earlier investigators.
As can readily be seen from table 1, there seems to be no correlation between the aspect ratio and the spreading rate or the location of the virtual origin. There has been no systematic investigation of the effect of the initial jet turbulence levels.
Hence very little appears to be known about any possible pattern to the location of the virtual origin or the spreading rate. In this paper, a hypothesis is made about the origin of these variations, and is compared with existing experimental data.
Analysis and test of a hypothesis
The hypothesis made in this paper is that the variations in K , and K , are most likely due to the fact that the spreading rate is not precisely linear on a large scale.
It is further hypothesized that the true growth of the velocity half-width has the shape of the continuous line in figure 1. Given such a curve experimenters A and B would fit straight lines to their experimental results, thus indicating linear growth. Possibly experimenter A could not extend his region of measurements to a greater x/D, perhaps because of restrictions on the aspect ratio of the slot and the requirement of two-dimensionality. Experimenter B possibly could not extend his region of measurements closer to the origin because the physical 
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The curve which has been fitted (in the least-squares sense) in figure 5 and of course is valid only in a region extending up to 200 diameters. It is apparent from figure 5 that the jet growth is unique. The reported variations in the spreading rate K , and the virtual origin are due not to variations in the jet structure, but to the fact that the jet half-width b(x) is a 'weak' nonlinear function of x. The jet spreading rate K,, defined as db(x)/dx, is an increasing function of x for x up to approximately 300 orifice widths. From 300 to 2300 orifice widths a straight line with slope 0.14 fits closely the experimental results of Albertson et al. (1950) , but more experimental data are really needed in the region extending from 200 to several thousand orifice widths downstream to determine accurately how the jet grows in this region and to discover if an asymptotic linear growth exists. However, at distances of several thousand orifice widths from the jet exit, the power of the jet (flux of energy) may decrease to such levels that relaminarization of the turbulent jet may partially occur, which may make the search for an asymptotic growth unrealistic.
The true position of the virtual origin is clearly upstream of the jet orifice. It can be determined from (4) that b(x,) = 0 a t xo z -2 . 5 0 , i.e. K , z 2.5.
Conclusion
The growth of the half-width of the plane turbulent jet is not exactly linear on a large scale. The reported variations in the coefficients describing the spreading rate and the virtual origin arise mainly from this nonlinear growth. An explanation for this nonlinear growth is not immediately apparent.
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